RUN REPORT
Run Number: 2528
Name: Kreepy's Pub Krawl Run
Location: Jindalee Hotel
Hare: Kreepy Krawler
There is some misunderstanding about who should be writing this run report. The GM pointed to
me and said “TINKERBELL you do the run report”. We cannot be confused because TINKERBEL is
that skinny, FOB, winner of the Fiji red dress run and ball breaker, tea shirt collecting, non-finisher
where as I strike that more gentlemanly portly figure, never run checks and do the walks at a
saunter.
Far be it for me to cast dispersions on the GM’s mental health but a number of members have
noticed that he appears to be slowly going senile and are patiently waiting for the men in white
coats to come and take him away Ha Ha.
This is KREEPY’s annual run from the Jindalee Hotel. The pack assembled with MILES O’TOOL
looking fit these days, there were the usual mutterings about the traffic but the Clayfield Click had no
issues as Perfect Pete spent the $5.00 and used the Legacy Way Tunnel. BUGS was absent, probably
still trying to get there.
The run set off and I can recall a bunch of runners passing me including LITTLE ARSEPLAY,
TINKERBELL, XXXX, SCRUFFY, CRAFT, HYDROLIC, OPTUS, MILES O’TOOL and MULTIPLE.
MONTY headed for the short walk while the rest crossed the road past the Thai restaurant into
Windermere Estate.
After about 10 min the walkers and runners split, with the walkers left to fend for themselves
with no marked trail. A select group of supreme athletes decided to do a loop around the lake so
as to comply with RADAR’s specified 5km requirement. FINGERS was leading with the aid of his
smart phone’s GPS App, while DIVOT was explaining the medium-term effects of the tightening
Australia monetary policy on SEQ real estate pricing. BBUM was just back from overseas or about to
go again I can’t remember which? About half way round we ran into LEECH and another lost soul
and promptly lost them again.
Back at the Circle the runners reported that the run trail was a good one which raised some
questions about who KREEPY got to set the trail??
The Monk PUSH UP showed up in business attire with nothing, but was helped out by
accusations from the floor. We found out that MULTIPLE is going to try for a Brisbane City Council
Bus Drivers job so that is likely to rule that mode of transport out for the rest of us. SCRUFFY was
the popular choice for SOTW.
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